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Theory of Description on a Set ・function

Restricted within a Euclidian Space 

Yoshio Kinokuniya * 

Abstract 

1n this theory a euclidian space is characterized as an omnium， which may historically 

be detailed by descriptions but eternaIIy Ieft as an unfinished whole. Residuα1 description 

is defined as a final one induced descriptively and explained in cοnnection with set-function a出

nalysis. The last section is appropriated to the classification of set-functions， which wiII give 

rudiments to our analysis. 

1. Introduction 

The present author has devoted his works of the recent ten years to the 

establishment of a renovated system of measure theoretical notions and axioms 

in a euclidian space of finite dimension. His first aim has been to square the 

whole analysis with what has been taught on the classical euclidian geometry. 

The set theory instigated by G. Cantor and rapidly developed by successive au・

thors has sometim芭sbeen， and reaIIy is， found impertinent to be directly con-

nected with the euclidian geometry. The axiom of choice and results of the theory 

。fordinal numbers are specially avoided in our theory. 

B. Cavalieri once posited a line which consists of points to be measured as 

of zero size， but being forced by unexpected criticism he had to change the 

assumption. 1n our theory， points are assumed as spatial positions provided 

with respective point-occupαtions 1) and a line is defined as a set of such ele・

ments， which simply are called points. However， a point may not be a strictly 

concrete element to intuition， though it may be believed that the definition is 

fair and appropriate. Such is one of the descriptions about a point， w hich i 5 

reduced from many points of v iew. A II the sentences and formulas appearing 

in our analytical proceedings are regarded as descriptions. 

Descriptions may induce any decision， but at times may limp into unde闘

ci dable states of conclusion. But， if some subsidiary aspect is found to establish 

an ad巴quatecourse of reasoning， an undecidable thing may be turned to be a de-

cidable one. Such wiII be regarded as an artificial logical completion， but it 
should be an addition by which our reason finds a believable way to reach a 

spatial resolution of what may be called euclidian construction of the space. Such 

is not originalIy a given conception， but may be reached by a certain accumu-

lation of succsesful modifications. Such may be said an ultimate object in which 

our geometry may dweIl， though it may not be comp..leted within human history. 

申紀悶谷芳雄
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492 Yoshio Kinokuniya 

Let it be called an omnium. The aim of our works is to dig it. 

To suppose a space to consist of everywhere homogeneous and similar parts 

has generally been h邑Idin the rudiments on a euclidian space. So， a measure 

which measures all points as of equi岨 measurewill stand as a fundamental one 

in a euclidian space. Such a one is called a normα1 measure. 1n comparison with 

a normal measure， are found the ways not only ぬ reconstruct an integral 

but also to classify set-functions in a euclidian space， which may be in specific 

re lations of descriptions. 

When a point P in a (euclidian) space E is to be specified by a property .t， 
we will write 

pc  .t 

if P has伊 and

Prf.争 orPξ や

if P has not .t. When the set 

{p:pc伊}= E' (や)

is recognized as determinate *， and 

CE(や)=E-E(や)= {P:Pξ争}， 

then幹will be said to be descrかtivein E. With a view to specify a determi-

nate set， H. Poincare intended to establish th日 notion of predicαtivity. Th is 

n侃ion has recently been developed considerably in connection with the notion 

of recursivity. 2) However， such a course of logic has not been thought wholly 

resonant with what has been estimted in our theory. As for above-shown de-

scriptivity， emphasis will not be laid on th君 build-upof any complete system of 

categories， though it may make a step to start on our consideration with spec-

ification by any property. 

2. Residual Description 

When a family of sets (M，)，t;! is given and the set of indices I is a simply 

ordered. set， we write 

and 

五五日一 U AA. 
/1""1'1.-， 壬二"/1"" ι 

M=  UMx 

Let L be a given linear operator，. then if 

lii元IL(M-Mx)1チO
XEI 

* This means it is porved that E(伊)and C.E(や)are a priori measurable~ incll!ding th号

fase of infinite value. 
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When L is an a priori measure玩 theanalysis is put in a clearer aspect if 

it is proceeded in connection with de Morgan formulαsay: 

M-UMx= n (M-Mx). 

If M is a bounded set we have 

Then， as 

m(雨-UMx)=説n(M-Mx)

* = lim ni(M-Mx). 

M-UMχ=M-M= void 

the left hand must vanish， so we see the 指-residual on (M，) must vanish. 

Let it be defined such that 

then we have 

On this construction， if 

Rx=ηM， and R=nRx 
ι毛X

R=nM，. 

丘;IL(長x-R)[手 O

we say “L hαsα ( non-vαnishing) residuα1 (description) of interseciton on the 

fαmily (Md" or “the L-residual (of intersection) on (M，) does not vanish'" 

Even if two families (M，) and (Nt) satisfy the relation 

n M，=nNcニ R，

it may not always be observed that both of L-residuals on (M，) atid on (Nt) 

vanish or do not vanish at the same time. This being 50、wedistinguish a fami・

Iy (M，) by denoting it as 

タ:(M，) 

and introduce the notion of Lィ!1mοsJiherc (JR[) gJ ¥¥"hich is dゼfinedsuch as 

I L(河川二 1;~IL(ι -R [， 

The atmosphere ()RC)伊 maycDincide with the state n (R， -R). but is not 

strictl)' the same with the set n¥長，-R)， which is a void set. lt is easily seen 

that anv 玩-resiclual of intersection vanishes on conclition tha t R is a boundecl 

* This may he， as it is， almost ♀ mere decision， but in some way is demonstratpcl in the 

¥>-heory of a 1)1・ 1川 1 measureA 
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set (w. r. t. 玩). When L-residual of intersection vanishes， we say “the L-

atmosphere (JRC)夕刊ηishes". It is notable that the notion of atmosphe開

is referred to a new category which is induced by the process of residual de-

scription， and is added to our logical system in order to reach a clearer aspect 

of the omnium. 

3. Truncate Description 

As mentioned in the previous section， the vanish of iii.・residuals(of summation 

and of intersection) cannot generaIIy be ascertained except when (Mliis a bound醐

ed family. We define four subsets of any set M such as 

( i) 51 r(M) = { P : PE M， I P I < r} (ii) Sr(M)=(P:PEM， Ipl >r}; 

(iii) sr(M)=ip:PEM， lpl孟 r) ( i v) SL(M)ニ {P:PEM，Ipl 与さ r}， 

!P! being the distance of P from the origin 0， and calI (i) (initial) section， 

(ii) finαl section， (iii) closed (initiαl) section and (iv) closed finα1 section of 

M of radius r respectively. Using these notations we may write 

and 

lim f(sr(M)) = f (M一 (J∞c))
Tー令ココ

lim f(Sr(M)) = f(Mη(J∞[)) ， 
T一+00

f being a given set・function(， real-valued). 

If 
f(Mno∞c)) = 0 

we say “f is ofαtruncαte descriplion 01! M" 01'“Ihe set M isαtruncαle set 

with respect to f"， and if 

f(Mn(J∞c ))チ 0

“f hαsα residuα1 on M" 01'“the set M hαsα residual with respect to f". The 

atmosphere of this cas巴 iscaIled the rαdiαJαtmo sph引 'e， in distinction. It is 

important that analysis performed in a bounded domain may be extended in te1'ms 

of any limiting process only when a truncate set is dealt with. 

In view of vanish of a residual， it seems convenient if we define a positive 

(set-) function by the following descriptions: (i) for any set M， f(M) 主主 0; (ii) 

if Mj二三M2コ ... and lim f(叫)ミ δ，then exists a subset S of nMk such that 

f(S)>テ Thecondition (i川iυ) ma吋yb恥et凶h削O引ught as a ge附 αl削 tυlO帥7η1 0ザfAわrchi加7骨m町nedes男

p仰rοposiμtiω0η-.- A fu叩I汀II1ct“lon 少 is called a negαωt iωve fρunctiωoけ7叫1， when 一守少ヨ 1凶s司

positi ve function. 

4. Classificat ion of Real-valued Set・functions

If a unit of lenεth is fixed in a euclidian space E， any two a priori measures 

* This is that for any positive real numbersαand b there is a positi ¥'e integer 叫 such

that (ルl)b<α話 nb句
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初1and '1元2 have the same value for any set M in E， 1. e. 

7元1M二両2M.

This means that 

6μ1 (P) = eμ? (P) 
PEM PEM】

μk( P) being point dimension of P (k = 1，2). However， it must be noted that 

respectiv巴 inversionnumbers n 1 (M) and n2 (M) are not always equal， because 

μ1 (P) and μ2 (P) are not always equal. If both 福1and玩2are normal a pri-

ori measures (i. e. equi-measuring homogeneous measures)， then we have 

街1(M)=μ1・n1(M)=μ2・n2(M)=弱z(M)

so that 

μ1/μ2 =n2 (M) /n2 (M) . 

An application γis defined such as 

子(M)二 p卸13 (4，1) 

γp being point mass applied to P. Therefore， it corresponds to a Stieltjes-

integral on M of the function 1. 1n this rlefinition， the assignment 

PEM 

must be relatecl to a particular construction 

M=守p

(4，2) 

(4，3) 

so that it may be related to an a priori measure仇 whichis defined as 

説M=守μp

in terms of the assignment (4，2). This measure雨 iscalled the c口rricr ofγ. 

Unless a particular construction is demancled as non-homogeneous， we will not 

adopt a carrier which is not normal. Whenγhas a normal measure as its ca rri-

er， then we savγhas a normα1 cαrricr. 

1n our system， inteεral of a point function f (P) may be reduced to an appli-

cation， because if we set such as 

f(P)μ 二 Y
p p 

in terms of point dimensionμ p of an a priori measure弘 th巴nwe have 

γ(M) =eγ v=  ef(p)μD 
pεM' Pε M  '. 

1t is specially notable that any set ル1cannot be conceivecl unless the de蘭
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scription (4，3) is given in liaison with the assignment (4，2).50， we may say that 

no set of points is conceivable without being given its reconstruction in pro幽

portion to a certain a priori measure. As for the application r， it may be dis-

ti nct from other set圃 functionsonly in that it is given in the form (4， 1). We gener-

ally think it to be destined that any application may be represented as a sum of 

a positive application and a negative application. When a setM is bounded with 

r.espect to a positive application γ， we may conclude by the generalized Archi-

medes' proposition and the destination process 3) that M is子-measurable.
A (real-valued) set・functonf(M) which satisfies the relation 

f(M 1 UM2) = f(Ml) + f(M2) -f(Ml nM2) 

but is not necessFily promised to be representable in the form 

f(M) =Sfp 

is called an叫Itrα(set-)function. 1t is easily seen that any ultra function impl ies 

a case of non-vanishing residual. Valu坦 ofr.esidual with respect to an ultra func-

tion varies corresponding to the limiting behavior of basic family of sets， and， 

in effect， cannot always be invariant independently of the choice of basic family. 

Such a probabilistic impilcity about residual description makes an important 

property specific to an ultra function. 

Mαthemαticα1 Seminαr in the Murorαn Inst. Tech.， Hokkαido 
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